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FOREWORD

It was June 1954. Among the passengers debarking from

I was an American from Vermont—a rather naïve one,

and east through the Tuileries gardens, so elegant in its

language so he could capture this complexity so simply

the French steamship Liberté at Le Havre were Yousuf

too, but with a passion for photography. I was attending

symmetry. As dusk approached, the sky deepened into

on an 8x10 inch sheet of film.

and Solange Karsh. They had traveled first class. Mr.

the University of Toronto and there met Joe McCulley,

infinity of blue, deep dark, compelling. The street lamps

Karsh—that’s what I always called him—had hired me

the Warden of Hart House, which was a large and

popped, lights illuminated the fountains and the obelisk.

Mme. Karsh was also teaching me the culture of France,

as his assistant and to drive his Chrysler stuffed with

stately men’s club (In 1954 Warden McCulley allowed

Etoile was gold against the darkening sky. A cacophony

how you said hello and thank you, the way you shook

bulky camera equipment, his lights and background and

women limited access to Hart House. They were given

of car horns and flashes of yellow headlights, red

hands and kissed cheeks. She was a good-looking

developing trays, and of course himself and Madame

full access in 1972). Warden McCulley suggested me to

taillights, animated this crepuscular beauty. I was there,

woman, talked like a pistol with many hand gestures. She

Karsh, who always wore sunglasses and smoked

the Karshes—Mr. Karsh wanted a university student to

in the center of this brilliant star, alone, awe smitten with

was French, of course. I found Mr. Karsh enjoyed all sorts

cigarettes held by an amber holder.

be a driver and photo assistant while photographing in

this sound and light introduction to Paris. I experience

of beauty plus he played a wicked tennis game.

Europe. I think they liked my Vermont way of expressing

beauty, made by man and echoed by history. I was there

And there was me behind the wheel. I came over tourist

myself sometimes too honestly. I was 20 years old and

for over an hour, until the sky was black. The fountains

The Canadian embassy arranged a sitting for Mr. Karsh

class, which was not shabby at all on the French line. Our

had never been in Europe. My, I was excited!

gurgled and gushed water into the pool creating shards

to photograph President Tito of Yugoslavia. I don’t know

of scattered light. Hey, I was a kid from Vermont and I

if it was costs or politics but Mme. Karsh and I stayed in

was smitten.

Paris while he took the train to Belgrade. I had three days

first destination was the Hotel Astor in Paris. We stopped
for dinner in Normandy. All I remember was the dessert

Over the next three months we traveled throughout

of fresh wild strawberries doused in Kirsch liqueur.

Europe and England making portraits of such well-

to roam Paris. I don’t know why but I ended up on the Ile

known people as Pablo Picasso, Albert Schweitzer, Le

I walked back to the hotel, went to the bar, and had my

St. Louis, behind Notre Dame and Sainte-Chappelle, both

Yousuf Karsh is the most renowned portrait photographer

Corbusier, Field Marshal Montgomery, Christian Dior,

first Perrier, made with ice and a lemon, the bubbles

of whose stained glass windows opened my soul to color

of the 20 th Century. His photographs of the famous were

Andre Malraux, Christopher Fry and so many others.

leaping up at my face. I was in a foreign place of

deep as blood, rich as the blue sky after a winter sunset.

impeccable beauty, more so, I thought, than Vermont in

I walked the quais on this small island and sat in the tiny

the fall. I was alone then, and happy.

park facing east, watching the boats on the Seine, the

exquisitely lighted and so very revealing of the people Mr.
Karsh admired. He recorded for history the personalities

They were all impressive but not half as much as Paris.

of those who created our history.

Our hotel was close to the Place de la Concorde pinned

bateau mouche circling back, the kayakers. Years later

in the center by a 3,300 year old Egyptian obelisk and

I worked hard for Mr. Karsh, carrying heavy camera

a woman in Wyoming hypnotized me and I recalled to

Mr. and Mme. Karsh were Canadians who lived in Ottawa; Mr.

two beautiful fountains—a glittering star from which

bags up narrow stairs, setting up the camera and the

her my life as a lawyer living on the Ile with a wife and

Karsh crossed the fame barrier when he released the stern

spread the City of Light—up the Avenue Champs Elsyées

lights and then, during the session, keeping out of the

three children and how I dabbled in photography and

portrait of Winston Churchill taken after the Prime Minister

to the Arc de Triomphe, through the Rue Royal to the

way, always observing the subject, particularly their eyes

knew the artists of the day and hated the head of the

made a speech in the Ottawa Parliament building in 1941.

Eglise Madeline, across the Seine to the Palais Bourbon

and hands and how Mr. Karsh manipulated their body

government or was he the chief prosecutor? In that life

D
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I defended a number of men condemned to death. I don’t

While most GIs spent their off time with the ladies in the

colors the Impressionists used to record their era. I walked

in a box and eventually made some prints. A designer

know the outcome. It was sometime near the middle of the

bars near Place Pigalle, I lived a separate, hidden life, very

hundreds of miles in three years but I didn’t make that many

friend saw the Paris photographs and sold a book with

19 th century.

much alone.

photographs. I have about 200. I knew when I took a good

my photographs and text to Random House. It was a

one for my body tingled and goose bumps popped up.

memoir: The first time I Saw Paris was heavily illustrated

9
I bought a French hooded parka in style with the young

with my photographs but it really was a textbook. It was

I returned for the last year at the University. After I graduated

Parisian, of a dull brown color, nondescript pants and even

I could have been separated from the Army in Paris and

published in 2000. It was a good book but Random House

I received greetings from the government. They wanted to

French shoes that were brown rather that US Army black.

lived on the GI Bill and gone to the Sorbonne but I decided

remaindered it. I was told they needed the space in their

draft me and I was certain I would end up on the DMZ in

Hidden by the parka was my Rolleiflex, hanging from my

I needed to learn how to write. A few photos, but not many,

warehouse. They sold the rights of my book to a Parisian

Korea. Instead I enlisted for three years with the promise

shoulder. When I took pictures it peeped out of the parka

are worth 10,000 words. There is always a story behind who

company who translated it into French. Random House

the Army would train me as a photographer. Much to

waist high as I focused and shot using the reflex viewer.

ever you photograph and you’ll never know it by looking at a

never told me and I never received a cent. That was not

my surprise, they did. I graduated first in my class at Ft.

Sometimes I had the Leica’s strap wrapped around my left

photograph.

right and is why I have self published my books.

Monmouth Signal Corps School and was given my choice of

hand, the camera was ready to raise as quickly as a shot gun

assignments. Naturally I picked Europe. By luck I ended up

on a flushed grouse. I used only black and white film, loaded

I was lucky. Yousuf Karsh and an uncle were successful

I had made prints from the wine harvest photos I had

in… Paris, and eventually leased an apartment in the center

into cartridges by myself from 100 foot rolls of 35mm film

in finding me a job as a trainee at LIFE magazine, not as a

taken in Margaux and realized I had some good photos.

of the city. I was a US Army private with minimum pay, but I

obtained from the Army.

photographer but as a reporter. I gave up photography and

Last year decided to put together a book. I had just spent

I did learn how to report, and to write, and I watched how

two exhausting years researching, writing editing and

received clothing, food and apartment allowance. I was living
well and spending it all in cafes and one and sometimes two

Sometimes I rode the metro and stalked through unknown

those wonderful Life photographic essays were created and

photographing A Lifetime of Vermont People and spent every

star restaurants. That is… after I bought my Rolleiflex and

streets searching for photographs, much as I used to hunt for

crafted on the layout desks.

cent I had to publish it. I was broke but I had to continue

Leica camera.

grouse in Vermont. More often I rode the buses and stood in

on. Carrie Cook, the woman who designed with verve the

the open back au pleine aire, and watched the city slide by.

After three years I quit. It happened after I had a scoop on

Lifetime book, told me she would create mock ups of the

I worked a few blocks from Etoile, in a building we called

If I wanted to get off, I undid the chain above the steps and

the sinking of the Thresher submarine and it was suppressed

wine book and its sister book of Paris. We did that and were

the Block House, which was built by the Germans with

when the bus slowed, hopped down. It was a wonderful way

by a Life editor as a favor to some Navy brass in Washington.

shocked how good they were when the photographs stood

13 foot thick walls and no windows, three stories high. It

to explore Paris.

That rankled. Somehow I knew that years at Life would

alone, unsupported by text. Damn she did a good job!

was constructed to handle crypto, coded messages to

cripple me, probably, as it did to many creative people, by

Berlin. The Americans used it for the same purpose to send

I photographed students on the left bank, waiting for jazz

alcohol. I returned to Vermont. I had two young children and

Well we won out over costs and found people to invest

coded messages to other headquarters and Washington.

clubs to open; the clochards of the Seine, my favorite island

I knew Vermont was the very best place for kids to grow

in us and this is why you are reading—no looking at, and

The darkroom was on the ground floor. I photographed

Ile St. Louis, the nightlife. I found mysterious, wonderful

up but I must have been out of my mind to leave the best

learning—from the sister books, Margaux Vendange 1957

generals with politicians, made id photos for dependents,

streets like Rue Mouffetarde, and meandered through the

journalism job in the world.

and Paris in the 1950s.

copied secret documents for the intelligence services and

Bois de Boulogne, photographing football players, boule

the generals who kept planning our military response to the

games, family picnics, lovers and other people. I visited

I kept my photographs of Paris, and another group of

Peter Miller

Russians, or their response to us.

the Louvre and Jeu de Palme and was enraptured by the

photographs I made of the wine harvest in Margaux,

July 2014
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Photographer and Writer:

Author of ten books:

Solo Exhibitions:

Awards:

Born:

• The 30,000 Mile Ski Race (Dial Press) 1973

• Museum of Our National Heritage,

1994: Lifetime Achievement in Journalism awarded by

Jan 6, 1934, New York City

• The Skier’s Almanac (Nick Lyons Press and Doubleday)
1980

Graduate:
Burr and Burton Academy, Manchester, Vermont.
University of Toronto, 1955. BA in Literature.
Military:
U.S. Army Signal Corps Photographer, Paris, France.

• The Photographer’s Almanac (Little, Brown. Co-author)
1982

Lexington, Massachusetts.

the International Association of Ski History

• Museum of the Great Plains, Lawton, Oklahoma
• Love Museum, Lincoln, Nebraska

1995: The Image Bank Award for Visual Excellence for

• Leica Gallery, New York City

the book project, People of the Great Plains.

• Vermont People (Vermont People Project) 1990

• Leica Gallery, Tokyo, Japan

• People of the Great Plains (Silver Print Press) 1996

• Concord Museum, Concord, MA

1996: Two gold, one silver Ben Franklin awards: book

• The First Time I Saw Paris (Times Books/Random House)

• American Embassy, Narobi, Kenya

design, photography/art book of the year: People of the

Fall, 1999. (The French Edition, Paris Perdu et Retrouvé,

Great Plains.

Photographies et souvenirs de la Ville Lumière, was
Employment:

published in March, 2001 by Éditions du Rocher,

1996. Elected Vermonter of the Year by the Burlington

Photographer’s assistant, Yousuf Karsh, 1958

Paris, France

Free Press

LIFE Magazine reporter-writer, 1959-1964

• Vermont Farm Women (Silver Print Press) 2002

Contributing Editor, SKI Magazine, 1965--1988

• Vermont Gathering Places 2005

2002 Vermont Farm Women. Book of the Year, Vermont

Freelance photographer/writer, author, publisher,

• Nothing Hardly Ever Happens in Colbyville, Vermont

Publishers.

1988-Present

(Silver Print Press) 2008
• A Lifetime of Vermont People (Silver Print Press) 2013

Writer/photographer of magazine articles: Americas,

2013 A Lifetime of Vermont People. Best New England
Art Book by New England Book Festival.

Sports Illustrated, Smithsonian, New York Times
Sunday Magazine, Ski, Snow Country, Field and

2014 A Lifetime of Vermont People. Best Art Photography

Stream, Travel & Leisure, Gray’s Sporting Journal,

book by the New England Society of New York.

most inflight magazines, many foreign publications.
2014. A Lifetime of Vermont People. Best Non Fiction
book from the Northeast by Independent Publishers
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